What Should I Know For Module 6?
6.00: 19th Century Changes- Introduction
After completing the Module 6 Pre-Test, please open the Pre-test and look over the questions you missed. It is a great idea to write down all of the questions you missed so that you’re sure to add this information to your notes.
6.01: Independence and Reform
-Why did the colonies in Latin America decide to fight for independence?
	1) 
	2) 
	3) 
-How would you describe the class system in colonial Latin America?


-Describe the Caribbean revolutions:
	-Haiti:

	-Dominican Republic:

	-Cuba:

-What were the effects of the Latin American Revolutions?
	-Latin America:

	-Spain and Portugal:

6.02: The Industrial Revolution
-What innovations led to the Industrial Revolution?
	-The Second Agricultural Revolution:

	-The Textile Industry:

-What were the impacts of coal and steam?

-How did the Industrial Revolution change the economy? (Jobs, Trade, Prices, Salary, etc.)
	-
	-
	-
-How did the Industrial Revolution change society? (Urbanization, Safety, Overcrowding, Pollution, etc)
	-
	-
	-
-What was the Meiji Restoration?

-How the Industrial Revolution change culture? (Art, Literature, Photography)

-What are some of the main arguments for and against Industrialization?
	-Pros:

	-Cons:
6.03: Political and Economic Ideologies
- What does ideology mean?

-What is capitalism and who is best known for describing its concepts?


-What is socialism and who is best known for describing its concepts?


-What is communism and who is best known for describing its concepts?


6.04: Imperialism
-What is imperialism?

-What are the purposes of imperialism?

-How does the imperialism during the Age of Exploration compare to the imperialism during the Industrial Revolution?


-How did imperialism impact China?

-What role did propaganda play in imperialism?

-How did imperialism impact Africa and other parts of Asia?

6.05: Italian and German Unification
-How did the reign of Napoleon Bonaparte change the balance of power in Central Europe?

-What was the main role of each of the following men who helped to unify Italy?
	-Mazzini:

	-Cavour:

	 -Garibaldi:

-What were the effects of Italy’s unification?


-Briefly describe the three main events that led to German unification:
	-Zollverein:

	-Seven Week’s War:

	-Franco-Prussian War: 

-What were the effects of Germany’s unification?




6.06: Modern Reform and Independence
-Reform movements result in significant changes to culture, society, governments, and economies. Briefly describe each major Reform Movement from the 1800s and 1900s.
	-Education:

	-Women’s Suffrage:

	-Abolitionism:

	-Healthcare:

	-African Reform Movements:


	-Asian Reform Movements:


-Latin American Reform Movements:


